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Abstract 
Nirmal, N. and R. Rama, Machine characterization of (EOL-EOL) array languages, Theoretical 
Computer Science 87 (1991) 329-346. 
A traditional topic in formal language theory, is to characterize classes of languages by machine 
models. Extending the idea of machine characterization of L systems to two dimensions and at 
the same time to generate pictures which are not rectangular, we propose in this paper a new 
model called (EOL-EOL) array system. (EOL-EOL) array languages are obtained by substituting 
EOL languages vertically into EOL languages. First a horizontal line of intermediates is generated 
by an EOL system. Then EOL languages are substituted vertically for each intermediate cell resulting 
in a two-dimensional language which need not be rectangular. We propose in this paper (Restricted 
Pushdown Array of Counters-Restricted Pushdown Array of Counters) array automata ((RPAC- 
RPAC)AA) and we show that a language is a (RPAC-RPAC)AA language if and only if it is a 
(EOL-EOL)A language. 
Introduction 
In the last few years, the study of developmental systems or L systems has become 
a very actively investigated topic of research [l, 111. Recently many investigators 
have attempted to incorporate the developmental type of generation used in L 
systems to higher dimensions [2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 131. In [2], a two dimensional array 
model called OL and TOL array systems is introduced where parallel rewriting of 
every symbol in a rectangular array is considered and at each step of derivation 
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every symbol is replaced by an array of the same dimension and the growth is 
exponential. In [4], Nirmal and Krithivasan introduced a new developmental model 
which expands linearly and whose rewriting rules are simple, elegant and free from 
parentheses and which generate interesting pictures like token I, T, H, L, kolam 
patterns, geometric patterns, etc. 
At present, the mathematical theory of multi-dimensional L systems is much 
poorer than the theory of L systems generating sets of strings. To strengthen the 
mathematical theory of multi-dimensional L systems we study the effect of context 
dependent rules in table matrix L systems in [5], normal forms of extended table 
matrix L systems in [6] and finite index on ETOL array systems in [8]. 
None of the above mentioned models have a machine characterization. A topic 
of interest in formal language theory is to characterize classes of languages by 
machine models, as it helps us for intuitive reasoning about various properties of 
languages in a given class and it also plays a main role in the consideration of 
complexity of recognition and parsing of different language classes. Obtaining a 
machine characterization of L systems was an open problem for a long time. In L 
systems, the absence of the sequential way of re-writing is the main difficulty in 
finding a machine model. Due to this difficulty as the derivation proceeds, larger 
and larger number of occurrences of letters must be rewritten at a single step of 
derivation. Rozenberg in [lo] introduced a machine model which takes care of this 
parallel rewriting process and with a certain restriction accepts the class of EOL 
languages. 
Extending the idea of machine characterization of L systems to two dimensions, 
we propose in [7], an EOL-regular matrix system obtained by substituting regular 
sets into well-known families of L systems. We know that substitution is a very 
well-defined operator in formal language theory [12]. In this EOL-regular matrix 
system, the substitution operator operates vertically on L systems to yield matrix 
languages which are rectangular and we construct a Restricted Pushdown Array of 
Counters-finite matrix automaton which accepts EOL-regular matrix languages. 
Motivated by the idea of obtaining nonrectangular arrays and to characterize it 
by a machine, we propose in this paper a new model (EOL-EOL) array language 
which is obtained by substituting EOL languages vertically into EOL languages. 
Intuitively, first a horizontal line of intermediate cells is generated by EOL (TOL, 
OL) systems. Then into each intermediate cell in the horizontal line, a vertical EOL, 
TOL or OL language is substituted resulting in a two-dimensional language which 
need not be rectangular. We observe that we can generate interesting pictures like 
token T, and some complex kolams. In picture processing, parallel generation or 
parallel recognition is very important as it reduces computer time in contrast to 
sequential processing which requires less hardware but more time consuming. We 
propose in this paper a parallel cum parallel machine called (Restricted Pushdown 
Array of Counters-Restricted Pushdown Array of Counters) array automaton which 
accepts (EOL-EOL) array languages. Whenever a new model is introduced, it is but 
natural to investigate its closure properties under various operators. 
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We investigate the closure properties of the nine families of languages obtained 
in this paper under some of the AFM operators like union, column catenation, 
column +, column * and picture language operators like, the reflection about the 
right most vertical [13]. We introduce three new operators: row cross doubling, 
column cross doubling, cyclic permutation and we also introduce column 
homomorphism and study the closure properties of the language families introduced 
in this paper. We compare these families of languages with some of the already 
existing two-dimensional language families of [2, 3, 4, 131. 
This paper is divided into three sections. Section 1 deals with the definitions and 
examples. Section 2 deals with the machine characterization of (EOL-EOL) array 
languages. Section 3 deals with the closure properties of the language families of 
this paper under some of the AFM operators, picture language operators [13] and 
under column cross doubling, row cross doubling, cyclic permutation and column 
homomorphism. 
1. Definitions and examples 
In this section we define various two-dimensional developmental systems generat- 
ing different families of array languages. For the definitions of OL, TOL and EOL 
systems the reader is referred to [ 111. 
Definition 1.1. An (EOL-EOL) array systems ((EOL-EOL)AS) is a two-tuple G = 
(G,, G,), where G, = (V, u I,, I,, P,, S,) is a EOL system with V, is a finite set of 
horizontal auxiliary symbols; I, = {S, , . . . , S,}, a finite set of intermediates; P, is a 
finite nonempty subset of (V, u I,) x (V, u I,)* called a set of horizontal productions 
satisfying the completeness condition that for each a in V, u I,, there exists an (Y 
in (V, u I,)* such that (a, CX) denoted by a + (Y belongs to P, ; So E V, is the start 
symbol or axiom and V, n I, =0. 
G2 = U:=, Gzi where Gzi = ( Vzi u Izi, Izi, Pzi, S,), i = 1, . . . , k are k EOL systems 
with Zz = lJF=, Izi is a finite nonempty set of terminals, rzi n Izj need not be empty 
for i #j: V,, is a finite nonempty set of vertical auxiliary symbols such that Vzi n V, = 
0 for i #j; PI, is a finite nonempty set of (V,, u Izi) x (V,, u Izi)* satisfying the 
completeness condition that for each a in (V,, u Zzi), there exists an (Y in ( Vzi u Izi)* 
such that a + (Y E PIi, called a set of vertical productions; S, is the axiom or start 
symbol in (Vzi u Zzi). 
The derivations proceed as follows: First a string Si, . . . S,,, E Zf is generated using 
the horizontal production rules of P, in G,, i.e. S 3 S,, . . . S,, E 17. The vertical 
derivations proceed as follows: 
Sil . . . si, 
8 
LYf, . 1 . . aj, 
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3 k}, j = 1,. . . , n, Iail,l need not be equal to ]a!,] where (Y i E ( V,i u I*i)+, i E { 1, 
j#l, l=l,...,n and 
(Y f, CX ;, . . . a;” 
JJ 
a ;, a f2 . . . a;, 
whereatE(V2iuJZi)f, iE{l,. 
for j # 1, I= 1,. . . , n. 
Proceeding in this way we get a derivation 
k},j=l,..., n, and ]cx;~ need not be equal to Ic~il 
Si, . . . ISi” 
u 
fff,..  a$ 
u 
CY;, . . . a;” 
u 
v 
m m 
ai, . . . ai, 
where ~TE(I~~)+, j=l, 2 ,..., n, iE{l,..., k} and /czrI need not be equal to 1~~1 
for j#l, l=l,..., n. If layI = mj and if m =max{m,, . . . , m,}, then (Y:. . . CY: is 
said to be a nonrectangular array over Izi of dimension m x n. Let us denote any 
nonrectangular m x n array of the above mentioned type as n,,,,, and the set of all 
nonrectangular arrays over I (#0) to be m ++ and m ** = m ++u {A} if A is the 
empty array. Clearly I** 5 fl ** and I++ s; m ++. 
So the language generated by G is defined as 
Remark 1.2. Our earlier models are rectangular arrays [3, 4, 51. Hence we used the 
notation M, to denote a rectangular array of dimension r x s and I++, the set of 
all rectangular arrays and I** = I++u {A} where A is the empty word. 
Example 1.3. Let G = (G,, G,) be an (EOL-EOL)A system where 
G, = US,, S, , SJ, is,, $1, {So + S, SOS,, So + S,, SI + $3 & + SJ, So) 
and 
Gz=G~uGzz, 
where 
G,, = ({S,, Xl, {Xl, {SI + X X + Xl, &I, 
Gn= (IS,, Xl, {Xl, {S,-,XS,, S,+-J=X, X+ Xl, SJ. 
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Then G generates all mm,, arrays m 2 3, n 2 1 which describe the token T (Fig. 1) 
of different sizes and proportions. 
Fig. 1 
Example 1.4. Let G = (G,, GJ be an (EOL-EOL)AS where L(G,) = 
{(~,S,)“S,(W,)” I n 2 21, Ga=Gz~uG,,uG,,,L(G~,)={a2”dIn~1}, L(G,,)= 
{(ba)*c 1 n a l}, L(G,,) = {u4” 1 n 2 1). Then G generates the “kolam” pattern of 
different sizes and proportion where “a” and “d” stand for 0. and “b” and “c” 
stand for blank (Fig. 2). 
l . . 
. . . . . 
W 
. . . 
. 
Fig. 2. 
Note 1.5. Repetitive patterns occur often in textile designing. Hence several interest- 
ing textile patterns and wall-paper designs of [7] can be generated by an (EOL- 
EOL)AS (Fig. 3, Fig. 4). 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
Definition 1.6. (i) A (EOL-TOL) array system ((EOL-TOL)AS, (EOL-OL) array sys- 
tem (EOL-0L)AS) is a two-tuple G = (G, , G2) where G, = ( V, u I,, I,, P, , So) is a 
EOL system as in Definition 1.1. G = lJ:=, Gli where G,i = (Zzi, pzi, wi) is a TOL 
system (OL system) with Zz = l_lF=, Zzi = I,. The derivation of an array is defined 
exactly as in Definition 1 .l. 
The set of all arrays generated by G is defined as 
L(G)={nm,,~m**, m,n201S03SS,, . ..S. /J.nmn}- 
(ii) A (TOL-EOL) array system ((TOL-EOL)AS), ((TOL-TOL) array system ((TOL- 
TOL)AS), (TOL-OL) array system ((TOL-0L)AS) is a two-tuple G = (G, , G2) where 
G, = (I,, CP,, w) is a TOL system with I, = {S, , . . . , Sk} (say), the set of intermediates 
and G2 = UF=, Gzi, each GZi is a EOL (TOL, OL) system and the derivation is defined 
exactly as in Definition 1.1. The set of all arrays generated by G is defined as 
L(G) = in,,,,, E m**, m, n ~ 0 1 S ~ Sil . . . Si,~ ~ n,,}. 
Similarly (OL-EOL) array system ((OL-EOL)AS), ((OL-TOL) array system ((OL- 
TOL)AS), (OL-OL) array system ((OL-0L)AS)) and the language generated by it can 
be defined. 
Definition 1.7. A language L is called the (X- Y) array language if there is a (X- Y) 
array system G such that L(G) = L where X, Y = EOL, TOL, OL. 
Notation. The family of languages generated by X is denoted as 3’(X). 
2. Machine characterization of (EOL-EOL) array languages 
In this section we define an automaton which accepts the family of (EOL-EOL)A 
languages. A machine model called “restricted pushdown array of counters” 
automaton accepting the family of EOL languages is introduced by Rozenberg [lo]. 
Extending this idea to two dimensions, we combine the restricted pushdown array 
of counters automata (RPAC automata) with a finite set of restricted pushdown 
array of counter automata to obtain a new machine called (Restricted Pushdown 
Array of Counters-Restricted Pushdown Array of Counters) array automaton which 
accepts (EOL-EOL) array languages. 
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First we define the (Pushdown Array of Counters-Pushdown Array of Counters) 
array automaton and illustrate the machine with an example. 
Definition 2.1. A (Pushdown Array of Counters-Pushdown Array of Counters) array 
automaton (( PAC-PAC)AA) is a twelve-tuple 
where 
(1) K=KuK,u .a. u Kk, Ki n Ki = 0 for i #j, a finite set of states. 
(2) I is a finite set of input symbols. 
(3) T, is a finite set of initial storage symbols with #T, = k, T, = {sil Si E S, 
i=l,..., k, #S = k} and S = l-l:=, S, is the set of start states and each storage 
symbol corresponds to one and only one Ki. T2 is a finite set of intermediate storage 
symbols where T, 5 T, and T3 is the finite set of final storage symbols, where 
T, u Is TX, TJ I = lJF=, T3,, T3, n T3, = 0 for i #j, where TX, is the storage corre- 
sponding to Ki for 1 s is k. 
(4) F’ = {qd,, . . . , qdk} is the set of final states and K, has qd, as it’s final state, for 
1 G i s k. I? has a central state go and final state set F c K. $ g I is the end marker. 
(5) 6 is a (partial) function (called the basic transition function) from ( T3, u {h}u 
I) x Ki into finite subsets of ( T3, u {A} u I) x Ki, i = 1,. . . , k and is also from (qd, x $) 
into finite subsets of (S u {go}) x s, where si is in the initial storage T, corresponding 
to Ki, i=l,..., k. 
6’ is a (partial) function (called the basic transition function) from (T, u {A}) x E 
into finite subsets of ( T, u {A}) x K. 
The movement of the automaton is as follows: Place the input array with end 
markers as shown below: 
(1) 
pi need not be equal to p, for i #j, i.e. p,, pz, . . . , p,, need not be of equal lengths, 
for t=l,..., n, u,,EI, lsjsp,, l<Z~t,p,~l. 
The automaton first reads the first column according to 6 and when it reaches $, 
it prints out a symbol from T, on the storage and goes to the top of the second 
column and starts reading the second column. Note that the basic transition step 
of such a machine depends on the pushdown array in a way determined by the 
bottom symbol of the topmost counter, however moving into the pushdown array 
is possible only if the two topmost counters store the same number. Similarly it acts 
on the other columns. If the input array is of type m x n (where m is max{ P, 11 G t s 
n}) at the end of 6 moves, when the input pointer has read the (m, n)th element, 
the storage will contain n symbols. The automaton now starts scanning the storage, 
having it as input. Now it uses 6’ moves to scan from left to right. After reading 
this input it must enter one of the distinguished final states in F. Then the input is 
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accepted. Otherwise it is rejected. If the automaton encounters a blank in the middle 
it stops scanning and rejects the input. Hence a (PAC-PAC)A automaton accepts 
an array n,, if and only if, when started in one of the initial states in S with n,,,,, 
on its input tape and its pushdown array empty, it will in a finite number of steps 
enter one of the distinguished final states in F with both input tape and pushdown 
array empty. 
A configuration is a five-tuple (j, y, (i, j), p, x) where p is the current state; (i, j) 
is the position of the input pointer, i.e. the element in the ith row, jth column; 
y E TT ; j is the number of cells from the left end of the pointer of the storage and 
x~u;=, ((Iv T,,)xN)*u(T,xN)*. 
If b, = (j, y, (i, j), p, x) is a configuration and if (1) is the input array with 
x = (z, , v,) . . . (z,, G)E (T3, x W* and b2 
is any other configuration then we say that b, F b2 if one of the following holds: a, 
is the (i, j)th element from I, p E K,. 
(i) [READ INPUT] i 2 1, p =sj and b2 = (j, y, (i+ 1, j), Sj, (z,, 
VI>. . * (z,, VA% 3 0). 
(ii) [OVER WRITE] tal, b*=(j,y,(i,j), S,, (z,,v,)...(z,_~, v,_J(z,vl+l)) 
where (z, S,)E 6(z,,p). 
(iii) [POP-UP] t 3 2, v,_~ = v, and bz= (j, y, (i, j),p, (zI, v,). . . (z,_, , v,_,)) where 
(h, F) E s(zr, P), F # sj* 
(iv) [POP-UP] t=l, b2=(j,y,(i,j),p,A) where (A,p)~6(z,,p),jjfS’. 
(v) [PUSH-DOWN] t 2 1, p = Sj and b2 = (j, y, (i, j), S,, (z,, v,) . . . (z,_~, v,_,) 
(zt, vt>(z, vt)) where (z, Sj) E a(& $1. 
(vi) [PUSH-DOWN] t = 0, p = Sj and b, = (j, y, (i, j), sj, (z, 1) where (z, S’) E 
s(A, Sj)* 
If $ is the (i, j)th element and (z, p’) E 6($, p), p E F’, p’ E S, then 
(j,x (i,j),p, A) k (j+l,yz, (l,j+l),P’, A) 
where “b” means “derives according to M”. This is true for all j 6 n - 1 but if 
j=n,thenp’=q,andifB=(n,y,(m+l,n),p,A),thenB~((n,yz,(m+l,n),q,,A), 
(z, P’) E ~cs, PI. 
Let B, = (n, y, (m + 1, n), p, x) be a configuration where y E T?, x E ( T2 x IV)*, 
p E l?. We say that B, directly derives Bz in A denoted as B, b B2 if one of the 
following holds: If y=s, . ..s.E TF, SUET,, i=l,..., n, x=(z~,v~)...(z,,v,)E 
(TxN)*. 
(i) [READ INPUT] n 3 1, p = q. and 
B, = (n, s2 . . . S”, (m + 1, n), 40, (ZIP 4 . . . (z,, fm,, 0)). 
(ii) [OVER WRITE] TV 1, 
B2 = (n, y, (m + 1, n), 40. (3 2 VI>. . . (&I, vr-I)(.? VI + 1)) 
where (z, qo) E WG, ~1. 
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(iii) [POP-UP]t=landB,=(n,y,(m+l,n),~,A)where(A,~)~S’(z,,p),~fq,. 
(iv) [POP-UP] tZ2, v,_~ = o, and B,=(n,y, (m+l, n), p, (z,, v,). . . (zl_,, v,_J), 
where (A, ii) E 6’(z,, P), P # 90. 
(v) [PUSH-DOWN] t 2 1, p = q. and 
Bz = (n, Y, Cm + 1, n), 40, h, 4. . . (zt, v,Xz, u,)) 
where (5 qo) E Wk qd 
(vi) [PUSH-DOWN] t =O, p = q. and B2= (n, y, (m+ 1, n), qo, (z, 1)) where 
(z, qo) E s’(A, qo). 
i is the reflexive transitive closure of b. 
M 
Let bo,..., bk be a sequence of configurations, for bo= (1, A, (1, l), q, A) and 
b,=(n,A,(m+l,n),q’,A)whereq~S,q’~Fandn,,istheinputarrayinn**. 
Then 
is called a chain of configurations deriving mm,, in M. 
Definition 2.2. The set of all arrays accepted by the (PAC-PAC)A automaton M is 
defined to be 
L(M) = mm”, m~O,n~Ol(l,A,(l,l),q,A)~(n,y,(m+l,n),qo,A) 
i (n, A, (m + 1, n), 4. A) 
with q E S, q’ E F, y E TT}. 
Definition 2.3. Let M = (K, I, T, , T2, T3, $, q, 6, 6’, S, F, F’) be a (PAC-PAC)A 
automaton. 
(1) Let e, e’ be any two positive integers. M is called (e, e’)-restricted if and only 
if whenever the input array in m ** is of dimension m x n and b,, blj,. . . , b+ and 
bo, b,, . . . , b,, are (e + e’)-sets of configurations for j = 1, . . . , k, #S = k such that 
bojtb,j~-..~bb,j,l~j~k and b,cb,+-**l-b,,, 
then b,=(j,y,(l,j),sj,x) for i~{l,..., ej},y~TT,x~((T3juI)XN)*, 1sjs-k 
and e=max{ej]16j<k} and bi=(n,y,(m+l,n), qo,x) for some iE{l,...,e’}, 
ye TT, XE(T*XN)*. 
(2) M is called a (restricted PAC-restricted PAC) array automaton abbreviated 
as (RPAC-RPAC)AA if it is (e, e’)-restricted for some es 1, e’a 1. 
(3) M is called A-free if (A, S,)$ Dom 8, j = 1, . . . , k where Dom S is the domain 
of 6, #S = k and (A, qo) E Dom 6’. 
(4) M is called simple if 
I={a~T,l(a,q)~Dom6 forsome qE(K/K)} 
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and 
T, = {s E T2 1 (s, q) E Dom S’ for some q E R}. 
Definition 2.4. A language L is called a (restricted, simple, A-free) (PAC-PAC)A 
language if there exists a (restricted, simple, A-free) (PAC-PAC)A automaton which 
accepts L. (RPAC-RPAC)A languages are the set of (restricted PAC-restricted 
PAC) array languages. 
Let us state the following lemmas without proofs as they follow from the 
definitions. 
Lemma 2.5. Let M =(K, I, T,, T,, TX, $, qO, 6, 6’, S, F, F’) be a (PAC-PAC)A 
automaton. 
(1) (i) If bj is any configuration such that bj = (j, y, (1, j), p, A) forp E Kj - {Sj} for 
any y E TT, for any input array n,,,,, E m **, then there does not exist a configuration 
b; such that b, E b;, j = 1,. . . , k. 
(ii) If b is any configuration such that b=(n,y,(m+l,n),p,A) forpE&{qO} 
and for any n,,,, E m **, input array, then there does not exist a configuration 6 
such that b t 6. 
(2) (i) For no configuration b,, j = 1,. . . , k bj=(.LY,(i,j),p,x) forpEI$-($1 
for any ye Tf, for any input array n,, E m **, bi E b,, x E (( TJj u I) x N)*. 
(ii) Fornocon~gurutionbsuchthatn,,En**,b=(n,y,(m+l,n),p,x),yETT, 
XE(T~XN)*, bt b. 
(3) If%?=(K,Z, T,, T2, T3,$,q0,6,6’, S, F-{qd, F’-{S, ,..., SJ), #S=k is 
a (PAC-PAC)A automaton, then L(M)= L(M). 
Lemma 2.6. Let M =(K, I, T,, T,, T3, $, qO, 6, 6’, S, F, F’) be a (PAC-PAC)A 
automaton. ForanyjE{l,..., k}. #S=k, $21, (Y ,,,..., LY,,, p ,,,..., &,pj~I*, 
YI,, . . . , Ye, E (( T3, u 1) x N)” for loGI = I+ 1 s is t, li, 2 1, a$?‘, being the input at the 
jth column. If 
(j, Y, (l,j), s,, A) ; (j, Y, (h,,j), sj, VI,) 
(j, Y, (Lj), sj, A) c (j, y, (&,A S,, ~2,) 
(_A y, (Lj), sj, A) ; (j, y, (h,,j), s,, Y,,) 
then for the input a,, . . . (~,,p,, j = 1,2, . . . , k, 
(j,y,(l,j),Sj,A)il(j,y,(~~I.,,j),S,,y,,...y~,). 
If r-km** is the input array, and if t 2 1, al,..., GP,,...,P,,PETT, 
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(n,CX,... a,P,(m+l,n),q,,A)~(n,~,(m+l,n),s0,y,,...,y, 
with Ia1 . . . a,PI G n. 
Next let us characterize (RPAC-RPAC)A languages. 
Theorem 2.7. There exists an algorithm which for every (EOL-EOL)A system G 
constructs an (RPAC-RPAC)A automaton M such that L(G) = L(M). Moreover, if 
G is propagating, then M is A-free. 
Proof. Let G = (G, , GJ where G, = ( V, u I,, II, P, , S,) and G2 = lJr=, gZi where 
GZi = (Vzi u Izi, Izi, Pzi, Si) with #I, = k and I2i n 1, need not be empty for i # j, 
1, = UF=, Izi, be an (EOL-EOL) array system, V,, n V, = 0 for i #j. The productions 
in P, are of the following form: 
(1) 
For some m, rcN, m+raO, nisi for iE{l,...,m} and AjEV,uIl, 
jE{l,..., m + r}. The productions in Pzi of G,, are 
a12+bb,, ‘< . ..b., 
a2, + bzn *, . . . b1 
am, + bmrnm . . . b,,, 
a ,,,,+I + A, . . . , am,+r, + A 
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for some mi,riEN, mi+rizO, njS1 for j~{l,...,m~} and u,E(V,~UI~~), 
lE{l,..., mi + ri}. This is true for all 1 c is k. 
The effective construction of M = (K, I, T1, T2, TX, $, qo, 8, 6’, S, F, F’) is as 
follows: 
(I) K=KuK,u a** u&,KinKj=Ofor itfjwhere 
IC={qO}u{[t,j]: 1~t~m,n,~2,2<j<n,}u{qd}. 
Ki={S,}u{[t,jli: 1~t~m,,n,~2,2~j~n,}u{qd,}, 
for l<i<k. 
(II) F’ = {qd,, . . . , ad. 
(111) F = {qdl. 
(IV) s = I, = {S, ) . . . , Sk}. 
(V) I,= 1, the set of input symbols. 
(VI) Tl={si/Si~S, i=l,..., k, #S = k}, S = U:=, Si is the set of start states. 
(VII) T=T,u V,, T3=UFs1 V~iuZ~=U~=, V,i~I, Vzin V,=@for i#j, T3,= 
V,, lsi<k. 
(VIII) q. is the central state, $a I is the end-marker. 
(IX) The basic transition function 6 is defined as follows: S = & for the EOL 
system Gzi and 6i is defined as follows: Le y be a function from T3 to T1u 
{tJF=, ( Vii 1 {Si})} u {I} defined as y(A) = u or A according as A E S or A E TJS, 
for lsisk. 
(1) If n, = 1, for some t E { 1, . . . , mi}, then 
(Y(al)9 si) E si(Y(btn,)7 si). 
(2) If n, > 1 for some t E { 1, . . . , mi} then 
(3) If tE (1,. . .) mi} and j < n,, then 
(A, [t,j+ lliIE 6i(Y(btj)9 [Cjli)- 
(4) For every t E (1,. . . , m,}, 
ntli). 
(5) For every tE (1, . . . , riI, (~(a,,+,), 
~i(y(si), Si). 
(7) For every zi, yi ( VI? I) u qi, 4i Ki, 
(YCzi), 4i) si(Y(Yi)9 4i) 
if this implied by to (6) this construction. 
Also S($, = (si, j = . , i = . , k. the construction is 
over. 6’ we q. as central, qd the final T2 as storage symbols 
T, as input. Let be a from V, I, to u T, as follows: 
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y’(A) = a or A according as A E I, or A E V, . The construction of 6’ is exactly similar 
to that of the construction of 6i. G is propagating if M is A-free. 
The construction is complete. We can prove that L(G) = L(M) using the following 
lemma. q 
As the proof of the lemma and the proof of L(G) = L(M) are similar to those in 
[lo] we omit the proofs and just state the lemma as follows. 
Lemma 2.8. Let n,,,,, be an input array over m **. Let M be any (RPAC-RPAC)A 
automaton constructed as in Theorem 2.7 from a 
(i) For 1 e is k, let 
Ii=(j,y,(l,j),Si,h), and 
rl = (j9 Y7 (f;j), si, (zl 9 vl) . . . fzn,, vn,)) 
where a, . . . a,,,, E I* being the input at the jth 
(EOL-EOL)A system G = (G, , G2). 
column, (z,,v,) E ({ Vzi u I} X IV) for 
t={1,..., n,}, be two configurations such that, mi 2 0, f s mi, ni 3 1, VI,. . . , v,, 2 1. 
Then Ii i Ii if and only if there exists U, , . . . , u,,~ E ( Vzi u I)* such that 
and a, . . . uf_, = u, . . . u,, where G = (G, , G,) and M is dejined as in Theorem 2.7. 
(ii) Let 
where y = a, . . . a,, E T” :,_y’=af...a,, gsl, v ,,..., ~31, na0, fsn be two 
configurations. Then I L I if and only ifthere exists u, , . . . , ug in (T, u V,)* such that 
and a,. . . ar_, = u, . . . ug where G = (G, , GJ and M are deJined as in Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 2.9. There exists an algorithm which for every (RPAC-RPAC)A automaton 
M constructs an (EOL-EOL)A system G = (G,, G,) such that L(M) = L(G). 
Moreover, if M is A-free, then G is propagating. 
Proof. Only the outline of the proof is given as it is similar to the proof of Theorem 
2.7. Let M=(K,I,T,,T,,T,,$,q,,6,6’,S,F,F’) where K=KuK,uK,u... 
u Kk, # T, = k be a (RPAC-RPAC)A automaton. Then G = (G, , G2), an (EOL- 
EOL)A system is constructed such that L(G) = L(M) as follows: Before taking up 
the effective construction let us define the following. 
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Let IL, be an input array of dimension m x n. If czj, = o,~. . . u,,~, asti E ( T3, u I), 
bi E T3, u I), for any j E (1, . . . , n}, aj, is called a b,-word if 
(j, Y, Cfi + LA, Si, tali, 0) ’ . ’ t&j, 0)) 
I- CL Y, Cti+ LA, 91i3 tali, 0). . . fat,-l,i, 0)) 
t * * . k (_A Y, Cti + LA 9r,-l,i, (@i, 0)) 
+ (j, ~9 (6 + l,j), Si, (biv 1)) 
for SOme qli9.. . , 4t,-1,t in Ki such that for every p E (1, . . . , ti - l}, qPi # Si. This is 
true for all i, I s is k. Also czj, is called i-initial (in M) if 
(j, Y, ([i-t I,j), Si, (a,;, 0). . . (4,i, 0)) 
I- (j, Y, Cti+ iA 91r, (uli, 0) . . . (~~~-1~0)) 
t.. . 
t- CL Y9 tri + l,.d, 41,-l,i3 f”li, 0)) 
t (j,Y, (4+l,j>, C&i, A) 
for some qi i, . . . : qr,i E Ki such that qr,, E F’ and for every p E { 1, . . . , ti}, qPi # Si. This 
is true for all 1 s is k, # T, = k. 
Let Y=A,...A, for some t 21, A,ET~, lsj<tandBET2.Then Yiscalled 
a B-word if 
(n, A, (m + I, n), qo, (A,, 0). . . (A,, 0)) 
~(n,A,(m+I,n),q,,(A,,O)...(A,-,,O)) 
E.. . + (n, 4 (m + I, n), qr-1, (A,, 0)) 
t- (n, A, (m+ I, n), qo, (B, I)) 
for some ql, . . . , qrPl E l? such that for every j E (1, . . . , t - l}, q, # qo. 
Y is called initial in M if 
(n, 4 (m + I, n), qo, (A,, 0). . . Gk,O)) 
ä 
(n, 4 + ~1, qr-1, 0)) 
(n, Cm+ n), 41, A) 
some q, q,E~,suchthatq,EFandforeveryjE{l,...,t},q,#q,. 
as M (RPAC-RPAC)A automaton, there 
for every i-initial (initial), an bi-word (B-word) exists larger 
for some bi I) E T2). Clearly above properties are deci- 
dable. 
Now let us take up construction of , G,). 
(I) The construction of Let be a function T3/ {S} to T3 defined as 
Si ifs, E and r(si) = E T3/{S}. Let G,, = ( Vzi Izi u {S’,f’}, 
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Izi, Pzi, S'), I*, E I2 be an EOL system where f’, S’g V,, and S’ is the start symbol, 
Vzi = T3i, T3 = lJF=, T,i u Z2 and Pzi consists of the following productions. 
(1) If (ai, S,) E &(A, Si) for some ai E Txi u Izi, then r(q)+ A E Pzi. 
(2) If (bi, Si) E G;(z;, Si) for some b,, zi E T,i u 12iy then T(bi) + T(Zi) E Pzi. 
(3) If a,i.. . qi is an i-initial word then S’+ r(ari. . . a,i) is in P>i. 
(4) If a;. . . uf is a b’-word for some b’ E Vzi u IZi, then T(bi) + T(U~ . . . u:) E Pzi. 
(5) For every letter x E Vzi u Izi u {S’,f’}, if no production for x was specified in 
(1) to (4) then r(x) +fi E Pz,. 
This is true for all i, 1 s is k. 
Izi={u: UE I,,A+LIE Pzi, AE Vzi, u~alph(a)} 
u {a: a E 12, a -+ (Y E Pzi, either a occurs in LY 
or on the L.H.S. of u + (Y in Pzi}. 
(II) The construction of G, = (V, u I,, I,, P,, Sk). Let 7’ be a function from 
T~+Z,U{T~/T,} where ZI={SJSiE T,}, T’(s,) = Si or si according as si E T, or 
si E ( T2/ T,). In G, , V, u I, = ( T2/ T,) u I, u {SA,f}. PI is obtained as follows where 
Sh,fa (T*/ TI) u I,, Sb is the start symbol. 
(1) If (A,g,,)~s’(& q,,) for some AE T2, then T’(A)-+AEP,. 
(2) If (B, qO) E a’(~, q,,) for some B, z E T,, then T’(B) + T’(Z) E P, . 
(3) If A,. . . A, is a B-word for some B E T2, then T’(B) + T’(A, . . . A,) E P, . 
(4) If A, . . . A, is an initial word then Sb- T’(A~ . . . A,) E P, . 
(5) For every letter X E T, u {Sk, f} if no production for X was specified through 
(1) to (4), then T’(X) +fc P, . 
The construction is complete. Simulation of L(G) = JY( M) is as follows: For an 
(EOL-EOL)A system construct an (RPAC-RPAC)A machine M’ and the rest is 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.7. If M is A-free, then G is propagating. 0 
Combining Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 we state the major result of this section. 
Theorem 2.10. A language is a (A-free) (RPAC-RPAC)A language if and only if it 
is a (propagating) (EOL-EOL)A language. 
3. Closure properties 
In this section we introduce three new operators and one homomorphism which 
are row cross doubling, column cross doubling, cyclic permutation and column 
homomorphism h. Let us investigate the closure of the family of (EOL-EOL)AL 
((EOL-TOL)AL, (EOL-OL)AL, (TOL-EOL)AL, (TOL-TOL)AL, (TOL-OL)AL, (OL- 
EOL)AL, (OL-TOL)AL, (OL-0L)AL) under these new operators and under the 
column homomorphism. Let us also study the closure under the matrix language 
operators of [ 131 like column catenation, column t, column * and reflection about 
the right most vertical of the families of the two dimensional languages introduced 
in this paper. 
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Definition 3.1. If n,,, E m ** isanymxnarraywhereI={a,,a,,...,a,}thenthe 
cyclic permutation on n,, is denoted as n, and defined to be the array obtained 
by replacing every Ui by a,+,, 1 s i < g and ug replaced by a, in each column. 
Note 3.2. If g = 2, n, is the conjugate of n and denoted as nc. 
Lemma 3.3. 7’he chs of (EOL-EOL)AL ((EOL-TOL)AL, (EOL-0L)AL (TOL- 
EOL)AL (TOL-TOL)AL, (TOL-OL)AL, (OL-EOL)AL, (OL-TOL)AL, (OL-0L)AL) is 
closed under cyclic permutation. 
Proof. Is omitted as it is simple. 0 
Definition 3.4. If X = [CY, . . . a,] is an m x n array in m ** (say), where 
CYi = 
u2i 
) &,i 
then column cross d loubling of X is 
x,x=[cylaI...a”a”] 
and row cross doubling of X is 
x,x=ap...a; 
where 
uli 
uli 
(yR, : 1SiSn. 
urn,,, 1 I &,i 
If L is any (EOL-EOL)AL ((EOL-TOL)AL, (EOL-OL)AL, (TOL-EOL)AL, (TOL- 
TOL)AL, (TOL-OL)AL, (OL-EOL)AL, (OL-TOL)AL, (OL-OL)AL), then the language 
obtained by performing row cross doubling (column cross doubling) is denoted by 
Lrcd ( Lccd) where 
Lrcd = ixRx 1 x E L}, .&d = {x,x 1 x E L}. 
Lemma 3.5. (i) 7’he family of (EOL-EOL)AL ((EOL-TOL)AL, (EOL-0L)AL) is 
closed under column cross doubling. 
(ii) Thefamily of (EOL-EOL)AL ((TOL-EOL)AL, (OL-EOL)AL)) is closed under 
row cross doubling. 
(iii) Thefamily of (TOL-TOL)AL ((TOL-OL)AL, (OL-TOL)AL, (OL-0L)AL) is not 
closed under column cross doubling and row cross doubling. 
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Proof. Follows from the definitions. 0 
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Note 3.6. For any fl,, E m **, #I #0, row k-cross doubling (column k-cross 
doubling) is defined as follows: If n,n = [(Y, . . . a,] where 
ali 
(yiZ : l~iSn,ujiEI,l~j~m, 
a,,, 
rn = max{ mj 11 c i G n}, row k-cross doubling of n is denoted as nR,n defined as 
where 
C”li)k 
Cai)k = 
(kai)k 
where (u,~ 
aji 
)k= % k times 
:I 
. 
aji 
for 1 SjS m,, 1 s is n, and column k-cross doubling of n is denoted asnc,n 
defined as 
n,,n = [(d.. . b~ki 
where 
(cx~)~=P~cx~;..(Y~ for l<iSn, 
k times 
rlR,fl = [(Qdk. . * (%)kl 
i.e. L is any (EOL-EOL)AL ((EOL-TOL)AL, (EOL-OL)AL, (TOL-EOL)AL, (TOL- 
TOL)AL, (TOL-0L)AL (OL-EOL)AL, (OL-TOL)AL, (OL-OL)AL), then the language 
obtained by performing row k-cross doubling (column k-cross doubling) on L is 
denoted by Lrk_& (L&cd) and defined as 
Let us now introduce the idea of generalized column homomorphism and array 
homomorphism. 
Definition 3.7. (i) A mapping h from m ** to ,** is called a homomorphism h 
provided 
6, 
h(a)= : 
b, 
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wherea~I,bi~I’,1~i~t,tbeingthesameforalla~I.Thenh(a~b)=h(a)~h(b); 
for any Mcm **, h(M)={h(n)lne M, M=m**}. 
(ii) A mapping I-I from m ** fl** is called an array homomorphism provided 
a,, . . . aI, 
II(u)= ; . 7 u,EI’,lSidm,l~j~n, 
%zl ... U Inn 
m, n being the same for all a E I. The definition is well-defined as each symbol is 
replaced by a rectangular array. Also 
H(u.b)=H(u)*H(b) and H i = 
0 
H(a) 
I+) 
Lemma 3.8. (i) Thefamily of (EOL-EOL)AL ((TOL-EOL)AL, (OL-EOL)AL) is closed 
under column homomorphism h. 
(ii) The family of (EOL-EOL)AL is closed under array homomorphism H. 
Remark 3.9. 
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